Rebels Earn High National Ratings

The Valdosta State College Rebels achieved high national rankings in rolling up this year's 9-2 win-1 OSS regular season record. The Rebels wound up in the top ten in field goal shooting. They stripped the nets 49.7 percent of their shots from the foul line.

Spring Elections Slated for April

As Spring Elections are due soon, the Campus Canopy is re-publishing the following two articles from the SGA Constitution so that seniors will know how to enter their names for office.

ARTICLE VIII
Qualifications of Officers

Section 1. The President and Vice-President of the Council shall be members of the incoming Freshman Class.

Section 2. All other officers of the Council may be members of any class with the exception of the Freshman Class.

Section 3. These classifications of the students during the year in which they hold office.

ARTICLE IX
Nominations and Elections

Section 1. Nomination for officers of the Council, and representatives to the Council, shall be made by a petition signed by 75 members of the Student Body. These petitions must be in the hands of the Secretary of the Council by 4 p.m. on the second Wednesday in October.

Section 2. All other officers of the Council may be members of any class with the exception of the Freshman Class.

Section 3. These classifications of the students during the year in which they hold office.

Section 4. All nominations for officers of the Council shall be made in the manner stated in Article IX, Section 1, except freshmen.

Section 5. The nominations for officers of the Freshman Class shall be made to the Council by 4 p.m. on the second Wednesday in October.

Section 6. The Council shall make public the list of candidates by ten days before the general election of the Freshman Class to be held on the third Friday in April. These petitions must be in the hands of the Secretary of the Council by 4 p.m. Wednesday, the two weeks before the general election.

Honoring Court, 1962 - Members of the 1962 VSC Homecoming Court are (left to right) Martha Sue Bragg, Homecoming Queen, Charlotte Durden, Suzanne Brown, Betty Jo Greene and Kay Domingos.

'She's Frank' Termed Best Sock 'N Buskin Production

The play was perfectly cast which accounted for the consistently high acting level. Involving many facets of the emotions from jubilation to despair, the entire audience was in complete rapport with the actors throughout.

George Hubert, in the role of Mr. Frank, was perhaps the outstanding performer in the drama. A veteran of the VSC stage, he could not have been overshadowed by a professional on Broadway as the father of Anne.

Anne Frank, played by Sandra Phillips, carried the story of the play in a most capable manner. She was convincing in her role of a young teenage girl who lived for two years in a crowded attic with seven adults during a fear-ridden time.

Newcomer Lila McGregor, in the role of Mr. Frank, perfectly interpreted the rejected mother of Anne. Charlotte Balcon, cast as the sister Margot, was good in the role of the quiet, but understanding daughter.

Barbara Walker as Mrs. Van Daan and John Milner as Mr. Van Daan were ideally cast, as it was throughout their roles that much of the tension of the drama was relieved. Peter, their son, played by Barry Mills, turned in a top-rate performance as a sensitive, shy teenage boy.

Mr. Dsul, the dentist, was ably handled by Mickey Shortt. Melp, by Carol Vick; Mr. Kruger, by Fred Lawrence, played convincingly.

(Continued on Page 2)
American students have always had a summer-long vacation. Boys and girls were traditionally awaited the first of June, even from the time the first schoolbell chimed in September. The typical young American instituting boy leaves behind him the people who meanders down a narrow lane to the river, with a long fishing pole over one shoulder and a tin can full of freshly-caught worms in his hand, but is the end of the summer vacation in sight? Is it going the way of such other vanishing American institutions as the nickel cup of coffee, the mug, and the hula hoop? Changing times have reached Valdosta State College, President Thaxton at recent meetings of the student-body has consistently urged VSC students to consider extending at least one season of the year's summer school. An expanded offering of courses is being offered those interested in enrolling. Another attendance incentive is the use of the air-conditioned rooms in the new wing of West Hall.

With over-enrolling enrollment, Valdosta State and other colleges and universities of the nation are being forced to swap summer vacations for summer school. With such a large file of applications for college admissions many schools have to turn many away because of lack of room. The expense of allowing campus buildings to sit empty for three or four months each year can no longer be afforded. Existing facilities must be utilized to their capacities.

Under the traditional nine-month school term the services of qualified faculty have been wasted by requiring the teacher to be idle for almost half the year. The prospects of a full-year's pay will likely attract many more well qualified personnel to the teaching profession, thus improving America's educational program.

A factor interesting to many pupils who are anxious to finish the school and get a job is the opportunity to complete college as much as a year early by going to summer school each year. This will also improve the work of the country's state and college-trained persons on the secondary teacher. Mass education, like mass production, is changing the face of America. The tractor has replaced the mule; the three-year college diploma is superseding the four-year plan. The sentiment of the personal touch in manufacturing has yielded to the need for the general product which can be met better by huge factories.

Yes, the summer-long vacation is disappearing. The state of Florida has already instituted a trimester system; Georgia's quarter system readily can be expanded to four full time sessions.

In a few years most colleges will of necessity be operating year-round. In a day when education seems so important every college is gazed at; it will be different from what Americans are used to, but we have made transitions before when the need was necessary. A twelve-month per year school program will give greater opportunities to our people.

Progress prevails. Time marches on. Traditions fall. And vacations vanish.
HOMECOMING '62
By Roz Spearyberry

Well, here we are again back at school and ready to know all the latest society news.

With spring in the air and the nice sun-shiny days ahead, the birds began their billings and cooing, the bees began their buzzing, and cupid's arrows find their way into almost every heart. Those wedding bells are sounding for a few couples around campus, namely, Gene Kiff and Jan Rogers, who took the wedding vows over the holidays, Billie Ann Rogers and Lennie Simmons, who have been married for several weeks now, Alva Jo Lindsey and LT. D. E. B. Ward will tie the knot at the beginning of this quarter, and Lizzie Helms received a ring from LT. Harold Ray. Have you set a date yet, Lizzie? Best wishes to all you people and happy days!

Also, congratulations are in order to Barbara Gotchey who recently got pinned to whom?---Johnny McIntyre, of course.

Despite the rainy weather for Homecoming, the parade went on as scheduled. Although the rain prevented a problem for the floats, that did not stop the Alpha Xi Delta's nor the Kappa Delta's from placing in the show. AD Pi, "New World" was presented the beginning of this quarter. Lizzie? Best wishes to all you people and happy days!

It was the first day of school. The teacher was explaining that if anyone had to go to the washroom only hold two fingers. One little boy looked puzzled, and finally asked: "How's that gonna help?"

Mars To Head Sig Eps Frat

Sandy McCall, a sophomore, has recently been chosen to head the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity at VSC for the coming year. Sandy, a native Valdostan, takes the post of president, and Lizzie Helms received a ring from LT. Harold Ray. Have you set a date yet, Lizzie? Best wishes to all you people and happy days!

It was the first day of school. The teacher was explaining that if anyone had to go to the washroom only hold two fingers. One little boy looked puzzled, and finally asked: "How's that gonna help?"

Tour of the Week

Georgia Department of Commerce

Jarrett Manor Unfolds Historic Drama

Faded, but echoing its thrilling past, Jarrett Manor has weathered almost two centuries of stormy history. Settled over an enormous cobblestone basement, this old Stagecoach Inn—this rambling old house was constructed in 1782 by Englishman Jesse Walton, despite the threats of savages who vowed that civilization would never gain a foothold in the Blue Ridge. Settled over an enormous cobblestone basement, this old stagecoach Inn—this rambling old house was constructed in 1782 by Englishman Jesse Walton, despite the threats of savages who vowed that civilization would never gain a foothold in the Blue Ridge.

The Valdosta State College Student Union has elected its officers for the year 1962-63. The new executive council will plan and carry out the work of the BSU through various committees, making up the greater council. The council, with Charlie Clark as President, will officially take over the reins of the BSU at the beginning of Spring Quarter. Vice-President will be Jim Buge. The other officers are as follows: Devotional Chairman, Jane Jones; Social Chairman, Ross Hobbs; Missions Chairman, Tim Atkinson; Enlistment Chairman, Sylvia Griffin; Publicity Chairman, Marda Hoggins; Music Chairman, Mel; Secretary, Ronnie Lo; Stewardship Chairman, Sam Lee; Reporter-Historian, Linnie Coan; Fellowship Chairman, J. Freeman; Student Center Chairman, Janet Thompson; News Director, Beverly Ingram; The Editor, Juliene Newton; First Vice-President Representative, Betty Freeman; Page Representative, Ed Barr; Northside Representative, Charles Williams.

Other new officers are Wayne Wilburn, of Valdosta, vice president; Carey Hatcher of Albany, secretary; Joe Allen of Quitman, recorder; Bruce Varned of Valdosta, controller; and Jimmy C. O'Neal of Donaldsvile, chaplain.
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